
Neacola Range. On May 4 Peri Chickering, Todd Denman, Jon 
Stevens and I were the first climbers to  enter the N eacola Range of 
central Alaska. We were greeted by a compact and severe range that 
offered numerous opportunities for short difficult alpine climbing. The 
rock was surprisingly good, reminiscent of Yosemite but in a Bugaboo 
configuration. Neacola, the largest peak, rose for 4600 feet above the 
glacier to 9426 feet. There were many steep snow routes that in late 
summer would probably offer good ice climbing. The first two weeks 
were plagued with bad weather. Poor visibility allowed only limited 
exploration and the avalanches restricted climbing. We were able to 
sneak in one climb up the west ridge to the summit of P 6820. The 
route involved a beautiful snow ridge broken by rock sections (F 6 ). 
A fter eleven hours of climbing Todd, Peri and I reached the summit, 
as yet another storm surrounded us. During the hasty descent Todd 
slipped on a verglased granite with snow hiding the ice. He fell about 
35 feet landing on his back. Though he was badly shaken-up, his only 
injury was a very bruised tailbone. He hobbled back to camp on his own 
but his immediate climbing future looked grim. The continuing bad 
weather and Todd’s debilitating injury convinced Todd and Jon to attem pt 
the 25-mile ski out to Telaquana Lake to try to flag down a plane. It 
was an epic adventure. After two days of difficult travelling they reached 
the lake. With food running out they discovered a rowboat, rigged a sail 
out of their tent-fly and crossed the ten-mile whitecapped lake to an old 
village marked on the map. It was deserted. They luckily were able to 
flash down a float plane and leave the Neacolas. W ith two weeks left in 
the trip Peri and I decided to tempt the gods and try the 4500-foot north
east face of Neacola. W e ferried a light camp and spent the next three 
days tent-bound waiting for a break in the weather. In the morning twi
light of one A.M. on day 21 we began the face. We managed to climb



2200 feet of 40° to 55° snow and ice before increasingly bad weather 
and a 250-foot rock section caused us to retreat. We had to descend the 
route dodging avalanches as the fresh snow plastered the face. The storm 
continued for several days before we were able to return to Base Camp. 
Base Camp greeted us with beautiful weather and fine climbing condi
tions. W e were able to climb P 7230 by a fantastic snow and ice route 
up the north face to the north ridge. The weather continued to be in
spiring so we skied ten miles to explore the northwest side of Neacola, 
for a potential route up the face. This side of the m ountain appeared 
just as imposing as the other. It was not until we skied several miles 
down the glacier that we discovered a 2000-foot couloir that offered 
access to the summit ridge. It contained 300 feet of blue ice and looked 
beautiful. As the final days of the expedition ticked by, Peri and I 
climbed a mixed route up the 2900-foot west face of P 6959. The actual 
highlight of this climb was the 1000-foot descent down an old avalanche 
runnel. We spent the next four days experiencing the worst weather of 
the trip. There were very high winds that lifted the tent off the ground 
with us in it. But on June 5 pilot Cliff Hudson picked us off the glacier.
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